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USD PROFESSOR'S LECTURE COMBINES ANTHROPOLOGY AND MEDICINE 
SAN DIEGO, Calif. --When USD professor Dr. Karena Shields lectures 
on the problems of tropical medicine this week (Dec. 5) at the University of 
California at Berkeley Department of International Health, she will combine 
her medical training and her profession of anthropology. 
Dr. Shields spent her leave from the University of San Diego last 
summer in Chiapas, Mexico, doing basic medical research in the new field 
of cerumen. In non-scientific terms this is human ear-wax. 
One of the few researchers in the world in this new area of study, 
Dr. Shields worked in Chiapas, because it is one of the few racially isolated 
areas left in the world. "If there are any pure races left, they would be the 
people in Chiapas," she said in an inte rview. 
An associate professor of anthropology and sociology at the University 
of San Diego, Dr. Shields is making her second recent visit to Berkeley to 
confer on the results of her research, 
Working with the UC Berkeley's Dr. Nicholas Petrakas, Dr, Shields 
- explains that her research draws heavily on her years of experience in 






Deep in the jungles of the tropical state of Chiapas, Dr. Shields owns 
a plantation inherited from her fathe r where .she conducts a medical mission. 
She is the mission's only doctor, and her visits are limited to holidays, 
summer and sabbaticals. She explains the isolation ar..d lack of medical care: 
"I have trained a few people in first aid, who are able to carry out my instruct-
ions for patient care in certain cases like anemia or, in an emergency, burns. 11 
The interest in cerumen is, according to Dr. Shields "pure research 
into the anti-bodies and hormones found in the substance. There appear to be 
racial or at least kinship relationships in the inheritance of the two different 
types of ear eax, one waxy, the other flakey. If the inherited characteristics 
of the two types of ear wax is known, science may learn more about disease 
resistance and immunization and whether the type of ear wax a person possesses 
is related to his health. 11 she added. 
On the faculty of the University of San Diego for the past 10 years, 
Dr. Shields said that when she goes back to Chiapas this summer, she will 
take students with her for research in anthropology or languages. "I can 
extend knowledge in depth this way and give the student a view from the bridge 
- -a wider view by experiencing another culture. 
It is the descendants of the Mayas , that I care for at the medical 
mission. There are about 500 in the hills about the mission. It is seven to 
12 hours by horseback to another medical facility, 11 she explained. 
Holding a replica of a stucco head from the Mayan tomb of kings at 
- Palenque, Mexico, she described its features as more that of a Magyar than 




case of artistic license, no ting, "I have men working for me in Mexico that 
look exactly like this stucco head, except for the stylized nose. Palenque, 
Chiapas was a citadel of the ancient Mayas, 200 years or more ago and the 
people in the area have changed little from their ancestors," she said. 
Dr. Shields has written two anthropological studies, "Three in the 
Jungle" and "The Changing Wind. " She is now at work on another book, on 
her research on the inheritance of types of cerumen. 
Though her life alternates between the jungles of tropical Mexico 
and the lecture rooms at the University, Dr. Shields finds her activities 
combine her two professions for the benefit of "her" people at Chiapas. 
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